
Whittier is a small, conservative city near the southeastern edge of Los Angeles coun-
ty.  Founded by Quakers, folks mostly eschewed West Coast ‘alternative lifestyles’ 
of the 1960s, cleaving to the traditional.  Nonetheless, the  self-help movements of 
the 1970’s dovetailed nicely with cathartic and anti-establishment elements of a new 
evangelical movement in Southern California. By the beginning of the 1970’s it be-
came difficult to distinguish between the hippies and the Jesus Freaks-- particularly 
in the hinterlands of Southern California’s Los Angeles county.  When we returned, 
Whittier was near the epicenter of a reawakening Christian conservative politics.  
Whittier was a community with no fewer than three churches on every block on your 
way into town.  This area had historically been a refuge for various midwestern re-
fusniks; In addition to Quakers, the religiously odd of all stripes populated the small 
city; Methodists, Baptists, Seventh Day Adventistst, Nazareens, Jehovah’s Witness 
and Mormons.  Folks struggled in this period of social upheaval to 

It was a mix which bore some troubling varietals.  Skipping ahead to the end of that 
decade, when the Jim Jones compound fell hard to disillusioned utopia and a mes-
sionic figure, my grandmother was saddened to find that surprising numbers of peo-
ple from Whittier, the children of her friends were caught up in that confligration.  

 
It was the nature of my grandparents’ suburban homestead to be a way station for a 
lot of folks beholden to Joe or Frances for some kindness.  My grandpa would mow 
the St. Augustine grass, while children played duck, duck, goose.  The house at Flo-
ral drive was an idealic spot which thrived on a community built on church ladies 
with vegetables dropping by for a dip in the pool.  It was no secret that my grand-
parents were FDR liberals, though, my grandpa once confessed to me in a con-
spiratorial tone that he had not voted for FDR in 1932.  He had voted for Norman 
Thomas, the socialist candidate.  Not something he might have admitted openly in 
the pews of the Methodist church because however serene Floral Drive appeared at 
the time, there was a culture war happening in Whittier.  



Wrong place, wrong time.  We; my mom, my brother and I were good foils for the 
inner conflicts of the socially conservative yearning for objects of disdain or exem-
plary moral decay; my mother, corrupted by east coast intellectuals and divorce; my 
brother, weird and feral, an eight year old unable to sit still or cease pontification on 
Bobby Fischer or Karl Marx or Picasso.  Me, too young to choose a side but already 
groomed to dispense with princesses in favor of the runaway or vagabond.  From 
our arrival in Whittier, my mother and brother wanted nothing more than to escape 
this judgmental place.  I was torn.  My grandmother’s suburban complex--built dur-
ing the depression with a swimming pool and patio garden added later-- was where 
I learned an algebra of meaning: reading in Grandma’s living room was the formula. 
Outdoors was the alchemy of a semi-tropical environment where  fantastical flora 
and unnatural fauna invited a paradoxical belief in worlds larger than our confined 
and dissolute suburban life.

*Advertisement from Whittier Board of Trade, Los Angeles Herald Sunday, 
November 28, 1909

My mom was anything but immune to her conflicted position.  The divorceé in 
Whittier was a social pariah while also rapidly becoming the nation’s zeitgeist.  
A feminist exemplar and at the same time...well...totally screwed.  40 years old 
and back in Whittier at her parents house where divorce was not cool or common; 
Many in this small town still ascribed to notions of fallen women, broken homes 
and damaged children.   


